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ABSTRACT:  H2S biogenic corrosion is a growing problem for sewer 
owners. Recent developments in water usage tend to increase the 
potential for H2S production. Rehabilitation with polymer linings such 
as epoxy is a popular option but the failure rates observed, by many 
operators, is pushing them to search for an alternative solution. Calcium 
aluminate cement-based mortar or concrete is one such alternative. This 
paper presents a broad review of the H2S biogenic corrosion process and 
the reasons explaining the exceptional durability of calcium aluminate 
cement to this deterioration process. In the absence of a standard test 
method, field track records remain the most reliable source of data to 
evaluate the biogenic corrosion of repair materials, and such references 
are reviewed.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern sewer networks are buried underground and most people do 
not realize the size and the complexity of this “invisible grid” spreading 
under each single house of a city down to sewerage treatment plants. 
These infrastructures are submitted to various conditions like soil 
movements, tree root infiltration, or corrosion. Regular maintenance is 
required to ensure continuous service. One condition very specific to 
municipal sewers is the “biogenic corrosion” due to bacteria oxidizing in 
sulphuric acid, the H2S gas released by the effluent. 

There are several options to address biogenic corrosion problems; 
either upstream, by impairing H2S formation, or downstream, by 
venting out the H2S or using building materials resistant to biogenic 
corrosion. However, even within a well-designed sewer network, a 
rule of thumb in the industry suggests that 5% of the total length 
may/will suffer from biogenic corrosion. In these areas where the 
favourable conditions are gathered, H2S- related biogenic corrosion can 
deteriorate metal or several millimetres per year of concrete.

Because biogenic corrosion involves an acidic attack, one option to 
repair corroding concrete infrastructures is to apply an acid-proof 
material like an epoxy or other resin-based liners. Although appealing 
at first sight, the application of these hydrophobic and volatile organic 
compound (VOC)-containing materials on confined underground 

moist concrete is a great challenge. Too often the practical service life 
of such liners is below expectations. This is why greater attention has 
been paid recently to the biogenic corrosion resistance of calcium 
aluminates cement-based concretes and mortars to rehabilitate and/or 
to protect sewer infrastructures.

This paper explains why calcium aluminate concrete resists biogenic 
corrosion while classical concrete deteriorates . After a short summary 
of historical evidences of field performance, the key academic studies 
are presented, putting in evidence the benefit of 100% calcium 
aluminate-based mortar to maximize biogenic corrosion resistance. 
Typical application methods, practical considerations and some 
references are presented to conclude.

STAKES

In most European countries, the average age of sewer networks is 
around 50 years old and needs huge rehabilitation works; 10% of 
networks are above 60 years old while they have been built for 60 to 
80 years [1]. Concrete remains the largest utilized building materials. The 
size of these assets is quite astonishing: for the UK alone, the length of 
sewers totals 624 200 kilometres, servicing domestic, municipal and 
industrial users, with about 96% of the population connected to a 
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network. According to a 2009 study from the American Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), the 2009 expense in the USA for sewer 
rehabilitation was around 3.3 billion USD, which was about 50% of the 
worldwide market.

With greater attention being given today to water saving and quality, 
several highly visible mega-projects are being done – like for instance 
the Thames Tideway Scheme – to capture and direct all waste water 
to new sewerage treatment plants to reduce or eliminate rejection of 
untreated water in rivers. But such new projects should not hide the 
fact that the vast majority of the network is old and aging. Moreover, 
between the water saving campaigns, the more efficient house 
appliances and the gradual separation of rain water and septic water, 
the aggressiveness of the conditions have been increasing in several 
networks and biogenic corrosion is seen today in locations where it has 
been absent for decades. As the existing asset is just too considerable 
to be replaced, sewer owners have no other choice than to rehabilitate 
corroding sewers, and choosing both durable and affordable solution 
is the true challenge. 

H2S BIOGENIC CORROSION 
PRINCIPLES

The biogenic corrosion process in a sceptic sewer is the result of a two 
steps ecosystem that is summarized in Figure 1. The sceptic effluent 
by itself is not corrosive in the absence of industrial waste: typical pH is 
around 7. However, it contains plenty of sulphated organic matters that 
could feed bacteria, causing deterioration.

The first step takes  place in locations where the effluent is deprived of 
oxygen, allowing some strains of anaerobic bacteria to use the sulphur 
as their source of energy by reducing it. One result of this metabolic 
action is hydrogen sulphide gas (H2S). When transition times are long 
(little slope, low volume of effluent), some anaerobic bacteria will 
produce enough H2S to saturate the water and some H2S gas will be 
released into the air above the effluent, especially in turbulent areas like 
at flow direction change in manholes, wet-wells or pumping stations. 
As H2S gas is heavier than air, it tends to stay within the sewer system.
The second step takes place in the aerial part of the sewer, where 
other strains of aerobic bacteria develop on the moist surfaces and are 

using the sulphur as a source of energy by oxidizing it. The result of this 
oxidation is sulphuric acid (H2SO4). There are different bacteria strains 
which are able to oxidize the sulphur but the most deleterious are the 
acidophilic strains (which need acidic conditions  to grow in).

New concrete surfaces have a natural pH around 12-13. At this alkaline 
level, micro-organisms cannot survive. Under the action of atmospheric 
CO2, the concrete surface is gradually carbonated and when the pH 
reaches values around 9, some fungus and bacteria are able to start 
developing. Each strain of bacteria has its own ideal conditions of 
growth and they are able to modify their environment to get closer to 
these ideal conditions. In the case of colonizing concrete, bacteria try 
to reduce the surficial pH as a pH of 9 is quite aggressive for them.

According to the ecosystem evolution model commonly proposed in 
the literature [2] (Figure 2), each strain of bacteria has its own preferred 
pH range for growth. Starkeya novella (formerly Thiobacillus novellus) is 
the first strain of bacteria to colonize the surface. It will produce some 
acidic metabolites that will start to decrease the surface pH. This will 
then permit a second strain, Halothiobacillus neapolitanus (formerly 
Thiobacillus neapolitanus), to start developing and lowering further the 
surface pH. The third strain involved is Thiomonas intermedia (formerly 
Thiobacillus intermedius). When the surface pH reaches values around 
4-5, Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans (formerly Thiobacillus thiooxidans) 
can start to thrive. This bacteria, that was once named as Thiobacillus 
concretivorus  [3] because of its capacity to “eat away” the concrete, will 
produce sulphuric acid until the surface reaches a pH of 1-2, its ideal 
growth conditions.

Figure 2: pH ranges for activity of bacteria of the former genus 
Thiobacilli [2].

Figure 1: Principle of the biogenic corrosion ecosystem in a septic sewer.
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Such a low pH is clearly well below what concrete and metal can 
withstand, and severe corrosion will occur. As long as acidophilic 
bacteria are supplied with nutrients, H2S and moisture, they will 
produce acid. The reaction of sulphuric acid with the ordinary Portland 
cement (OPC) concrete is the dissolution of the cement paste and its 
re-precipitation as a soft and loose gypsum layer. Figure 3 illustrates 
how severe biogenic corrosion can be; the picture shows an OPC 
concrete manhole in Egypt only 10 years after being put in service. 
Even if the corrosion rate is slower in less favourable conditions, the 
process remains the same.

Figure 3: Biogenic corrosion damage to an OPC concrete manhole 
in Egypt after 10 years in service.

It is interesting to notice that biogenic corrosion is only a surface attack. 
The sulphuric acid from the biofilm is immediately neutralized on 
contact with the alkaline cement paste, so it cannot penetrate deep in 
the cement paste. When the aggregates are of a siliceous nature, only 
the cement paste is attacked by acid, leading to very uneven surfaces 
with protruding aggregates that will pull out at some point. This acid 
attack mechanism is quite different from the usual concrete chemical 
attack by chloride ions or sulphates ions that are able to penetrate within 
the porosity of the concrete to create pathologies inside the concrete 
matrix at a later time. As a matter of fact, some authors suggest that 
the sulphates from the gypsum formed during the biogenic corrosion 
process can get into solution at a later stage and then penetrate the 
concrete porosity to trigger further sulphate attack. 

The aggressiveness of the biogenic corrosion ecosystem depends of 
several parameters, the most important being:

1. Presence of anaerobic areas allowing H2S to form. This 
condition happens in the sediments accumulating at the bottom 
of the sewer. It also happens in long pressure pumping pipes, 
where the available oxygen is consumed by aerobic bacteria to 
the point that the effluent becomes anaerobic;

2. The concentration of the effluent. As waste water needs to be 
processed nowadays, the trend is to separate the sceptic and rain 
waters to minimize the volume to be processed, this leads to more 
concentrated effluent with more organic “food” and less dissolved 
oxygen, allowing anaerobic conditions to develop more quickly.  
Reduction of parasite waters involves a reduction of the flow rate, 
allowing more sedimentation and thus more H2S-forming zones;

3. Long retention time. As H2S is formed only in anaerobic 
conditions, slow flow and a long retention time gives more time 
for aerobic bacteria to consume all the available dissolved oxygen 
in the water, creating anaerobic conditions.  The flatter the land, 
the less slope can be given to the sewer network, and this favours 
slower flow and more pumping;

4. A favourable temperature for bacteria growth. The 
temperature inside a sewer depends not only on the ambient 
climate but also on the temperature of the waste water which is 
heated by the users (shower, washing, cooking, etc.). Although 
a warm climate is a favourable parameter, biogenic corrosion 
ecosystems develop also in countries with cold climates;

5. Moisture: bacteria needs water to develop and cannot grow on 
a dry surface of concrete. Inside a sewer, since the waste water 
temperature is warmer than the soil around the sewer most of 
the time, moisture condensation is quite likely to occur in most of 
the aerial parts, allowing the biofilm to develop.

H2S BIOGENIC CORROSION: A 
GROWING PROBLEM FOR OWNERS

When designing a sewer, the engineer considers the slopes, the 
diameters and the flow rates to minimise the transit time and to ensure 
good self-curing. Such design aims at minimizing as much as possible 
the H2S formation, and there are several reasons for this. For one, H2S 
is a deadly gas and its presence complicates the sewer maintenance 
operation by workers. H2S is also characterized by a strong “rotten eggs” 
smell triggering complaints from citizens when it escapes the network 
through manholes and sewer drains. Finally, H2S feeds the biogenic 
corrosion ecosystem, so the less H2S available, the less corrosion will 
develop. For all those reasons, one might believe that H2S biogenic 
corrosion of sewers is a well understood and mastered topic.

However, according to the author’s experience, H2S biogenic corrosion 
appears today as a growing problem for numerous sewer owners in 
urban areas around the world. The same contributing factors seem to 
apply together in many instances:

1. To start with, the volume of water flowing in the sewers tends 
to reduce steadily over the years, in sewers that were built to 
accommodate an increasing flow over time. One reason is the 
efficiency of the water saving campaigns: citizens are reducing 
their water consumption either because of their environmental 
pride and/or the fact that water-meter taxation has become 
more common. Modern household appliances have also become 
much more water efficient: showers are equipped with flow 
reducing devices, washing machines and dishwashers use half  
the water they did 10 years ago. Also, because communities 
have to pay for cleaning the waste water and want to avoid 
overflow due to rain, infiltrations are being fixed and new house 
developments often have distinctly separate septic and rain 
water networks. All these efforts result in a decrease of the flow 
rate in sewers: this reduces the self-curing, i.e. facilitates the 
sedimentation of sludge (where anaerobic bacteria form H2S). 
Lower flow rates also imply lower water levels, leaving a larger 
aerial part where acidophilic bacteria can thrive. All these factors 
contribute to a larger production of H2S;

2. A second reason comes from urban sprawl. In several cities, the 
H2S issue was addressed for decades by a natural ventilation of 
the sewer system, allowing H2S to escape into the atmosphere 
rather than feeding the bacteria. But as a city grows, new houses 
are built close to the natural vents; citizens complain of foul sewer 
odour and the simplest solution is to seal the nearby vents. To 
solve people’s odour complaints, H2S is kept inside the sewer and 
increases the biogenic corrosion potential;
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3. Another consequence of the urban sprawl is the choice to close 
small local sewerage treatment plants (STP) and to collect and 
transport all the sewerage water tos mega-STPs far from the city 
centre. This longer displacement of the sewerage water often 
involves pumping in long pressurized mains where the water 
is rapidly deprived of oxygen and permits the formation of H2S 
during transportation. When pumped water arrives at the release 
point, H2S is released in quantity.

There are no two sewer systems identical and these contributing 
factors combine in different ways in each location. But the same global 
trend seems to emerge in many countries: more severe biogenic 
corrosion is observed today than in previous decades.

One option to fix biogenic corrosion problems is to repair the 
corroding concrete with an acid-proof lining. Different polymers, 
like epoxy and polyurethane, can be sprayed or applied inside 
a corroding sewer to stop the damage from the bacteria-borne 

sulphuric acid. Although these materials can resist pure sulphuric 
acid, they are hydrophobic materials and it is at least a great 
challenge to obtain a flawless lining with durable bonding onto 
moist concrete. Applying the appropriate concrete drying protocol 
in the harsh environment of a live sewer is often just not possible, 
and ensuring an acid-tight membrane with not a single flaw requires 
a great deal of care.  As a result, the rate of failure observed by many 
owners is too high to be acceptable.

As shown in Figure 4, typical polymer lining failure comes either from 
debonding or from the presence of flaws in the membrane (pin-
holes, bubbles, cracks, breaks, leaking joints) permitting the ingress 
of bacteria-borne sulphuric acid to the substrate.  As the bacteria are 
able to lower the pH to as low as 1, it is literally pure acid coming in 
contact with metal and concrete, creating rapid, disruptive corrosion. 
The reaction of sulphuric acid with Portland cement paste creates the 
formation of wet gypsum which swells with enough pressure to burst 
the membrane. 

Figure 4: Example of polymer lining failures under H2S biogenic corrosion conditions.  
 Top left: debonded lining inside a pumping station (USA); 
 Top right: damage to an epoxy coated inlet channel (Australia); 
 Bottom left: polymer lining perforated in many locations by swelling concrete  
 underneath (Autralia); 
 Bottom right: polymer lining having failed to protect a manhole from H2S   
 corrosion (USA).
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Hopefully, there are other strategies to address H2S biogenic corrosion 
beyond the epoxy and inert linings: 

 ■ A chemical reactant, such as calcium nitrate, can be continuously 
added to the sewerage water to impair the formation of H2S;

 ■ Active ventilation through odour treatment units;

 ■ Injection of compressed air in pressurized mains to prevent the 
anaerobic condition developing. 

These three methods are efficient but they involve the continuous 
operation of mechanical equipment which requires energy and 
consumable supplies.

It is in that context that attention is being given today to calcium 
aluminate cement because of its exceptional resistance to H2S biogenic 
corrosion. Calcium aluminate cement is a speciality material utilized 
largely for making “technical mortars” and also in the refractory world, 
but its biogenic corrosion resistance properties are still little known. It is 
expounded and explained hereafter.

CALCIUM ALUMINATE RESISTANCE 
TO H2S BIOGENIC CORROSION: 
HISTORICAL REMINDER

Calcium aluminate cement (CAC) was first patented in 1908 by Lafarge 
and sold under the brand “Ciment Fondu®”. Today there is a complete 
range of CACs covering a broad spectrum of chemical composition. In 
a nutshell, CACs are speciality cements with a different chemistry and 
mineralogy to ordinary Portland cement (OPC), and this difference in 
composition implies also quite different properties, often little known 
in the building industry [4, 5]. One of these properties is  resistance to H2S 
biogenic corrosion. The first mention of CAC utilized in sewers is dated 
1933 in Malaysia and Singapore.

Figure 5 left shows on-going repairs of a sewer in the Perth area, 
Australia, where Ciment Fondu® mortar is being applied by dry 
shotcrete inside a sewer to protect the underlying concrete. 
The estimated date is in the 1950s. Although not much detailed 
information can be found for such old applications, Robson [6] 

mentioned already in 1962 that CAC is regularly utilized to coat 
concrete pipes or to repair biogenic corrosion-damaged sewers.

Figure 5 right shows a precast concrete sewer pipe made in South 
Africa in the 1960s. The internal diameter is 1350 mm and it is 
protected from biogenic corrosion by a 25 mm internal coating of 
Ciment Fondu® mortar. Around 30 km of such pipes were installed 
between 1955 and 1964 in the Durban area. An inspection conducted 
31 years after commissioning has shown no evidence of corrosion.

In 1977, the French ductile iron pipe maker Saint-Gobain Pont-à-Mousson 
decided to introduce pipes specifically for sewerage, with a calcium 
aluminate mortar lining inside (Figure 6). This created a new standard 
and the current European Standard EN-598 permits only the use of either 
calcium aluminate mortar or of epoxy for ductile iron sewer pipes.

Figure 6: Saint-Gobain Pont-à-Mousson (France) pipes dedicated 
for sewerage transport with calcium aluminate mortar lining inside.

In 1991, a new step was reached with the commercialization of a 
100% calcium aluminate mortar. It was introduced in the USA under 
the brand SewperCoat® as a repair material to rehabilitate sewer 
infrastructures severely damaged by H2S biogenic corrosion. Contrary 
to the previous sewer applications, where calcium aluminate cement 
was combined with natural aggregates, this new class of material 
is composed only of calcium aluminate Calcium aluminate cement 
is combined with calcium aluminate aggregates to achieve a 100% 
calcium aluminate material. Figure 7 shows a typical calcium aluminate 
clinker block that is either milled to make cement or crushed to make 
aggregates. By combining these two fraction sizes, a unique type of 
repair material is obtained. 

Figure 5: Left: Sewer relined with gunited Ciment Fondu® in Perth (Australia). Right: Precast concrete 
sewer pipe made in Durban (South Africa) in the 1960s.
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Figure 7: Raw materials used to create a 100% calcium aluminate 
mortar

THE SCIENCE BEHIND CALCIUM 
ALUMINATE’S RESISTANCE TO 
BIOGENIC CORROSION

The academic study of H2S biogenic corrosion is quite challenging 
because it is about observing and understanding a microscopic living 
ecosystem. Moreover, the interaction between this ecosystem and the 
building materials requires a pluri-disciplinary approach.

Hamburg Simulation Chamber

One important contribution has been made by the team of Professor 
Bockof  Hamburg University, in the 1990s. This team developed a biogenic 
simulation chamber where the sewer ecosystem was reproduced in order 
to test building material specimens in comparable conditions. 

Figure 8 shows the principle of the Hamburg simulation chamber. It is 
a sealed volume of about 1 m3 where the air is saturated with moisture 
and the temperature is maintained at 30°C. Concrete specimens are 
introduced into the chamber, a variety of bacteria found in sewers are 

sprayed on the specimens and then H2S starts to be fed along with 
nutrients for the bacteria. Even with ideal conditions, it takes a few 
months to develop severely corroding conditions because bacteria 
need first to colonize the specimen’s surface to start decreasing the pH.

The Hamburg simulation chamber permitted various building materials 
to be exposed to a very severe but realistic cycle of biogenic corrosion. 
A typical test cycle lasted one year. A comparison with companion 
specimens exposed in a live corroding sewer in the Hamburg area gave 
the  correlation that one year in the Hamburg Simulation Chamber was  
equivalent to 24 years of exposure in the live reference sewer.

Figure 9 compares the weight loss over time for four series of mortar 
specimens exposed in the Hamburg chamber [7]. The first two series, 
made of CEM I and CEM III, were completely corroded within one year 
in the simulation chamber.  The third series, made of calcium aluminate 
cement with natural sand, shown a weight loss around 45% after 
the same year of exposure. The fourth series, made of 100% calcium 
aluminate mortar, i.e. calcium aluminate cement combined with 
calcium aluminate aggregates, exposed to the very same conditions, 
showed only 16% of weight loss after one year. This set of result shows 
that there is a drastic difference of behaviour between OPC and CAC 
concretes when exposed to the same H2S deleterious environment.

Figure 9: Weight loss over time of four cementitious materials 
exposed in the Hamburg Simulation Chamber for one year

Figure 8: Schematic representation of the Hamburg chamber.
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In parallel with the monitoring of weight loss, each specimen’s pH was 
also measured.  Figure 10 shows the surface pH evolution over time 
for the same specimens shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that for the 
OPC specimens, the bacterial activity lowers the pH to nearly 2 within 6 
months and reaches 1 after one year.  The behaviour on the CAC based 
specimens is quite different. For those made with silica sand, which 
lost 45% weight in one year, the pH remains at 3 for a few months 
before decreasing to 2.  For the specimens made with 100% of calcium 
aluminates, which lost only 16% weight in one year in the Hamburg 
Simulation Chamber, the pH reached 3 after 6 months but then did not 
get any lower.  In fact, this stabilization of the pH at around 3 is very 
characteristic of the capacity of calcium aluminate to interfere with 
the bacteria metabolism to stop the production of sulphuric acid.  This 
mechanism is detailed hereafter. 

Figure 10: Surface pH evolution over time of four cementitious 
materials exposed in the Hamburg Simulation Chamber for one 
year.

The reason for the drastic difference between OPC and CAC exposed  
to biogenic corrosion lies in the difference of chemical composition. 
With CAC, at least 3 different mechanisms contribute to the much 
better resistance to biogenic corrosion:

1. The first barrier is the larger neutralization capacity of CAC vs. 
OPC; one gram of CAC can neutralize around 40% more acid than 
a gram of OPC. This means that for a given production of acid by 
the biofilm, a CAC concrete will last longer. Moreover, when the 
concrete is 100% calcium aluminate, the whole matrix neutralizes 
acid, and not only the cement part (siliceous aggregates are inert 
to sulphuric acid). The higher neutralization capacity is a positive 
factor for durability, but it does not explain fully the differences 
shown in Figures 9 and 10;

2. The second barrier is due to the precipitation of a layer of 
alumina gel (AH3 in cement chemistry notation) when the 
surface pH get below 10. At that pH, the calcium aluminate 
hydrates dissociates: on one hand  the calcium reacts with 
the sulphuric acid to form some gypsum; on the other hand, 
aluminate precipitates as alumina gel. AH3 is a stable compound 
down to a pH of 4 and it will form an acid-resistant barrier as 
long as the surface pH is not lowered below 3-4 by the bacterial 
activity;

3. The third barrier is the bacteriostatic effect locally activated 
when the surface reaches pH values less than 3-4. At this level, 
the alumina gel is no longer stable and will dissolve, liberating 
aluminium ions. These aluminium ions will accumulate in the thin 

biofilm. Once the concentration reaches the 300-500 ppm level, 
it will produce a bacteriostatic effect on bacterial metabolism, 
i.e. bacteria will reach a “stasis” state and will stop being active. In 
other word, bacteria will stop oxidizing the sulphur from the H2S 
to produce more acid, and the pH will stop decreasing. This third 
barrier – the bacteriostatic effect - is the most important and it 
explains largely the calcium aluminate’s capacity to resist severe 
biogenic corrosion.  Rather than trying to resist a continuous flow 
of acid, a calcium aluminate surface stops the production of acid, 
putting the corrosion process on hold.

This triple barrier mechanism does mean that some calcium aluminate 
hydrates are used up in the process, but the rate is slow enough to 
permit a long lasting performance. What Figures 9 and 10 are showing 
is that the mechanism is much more efficient when the whole surface 
presents a uniform chemistry, i.e. when both the cement paste and 
the aggregates are of the same chemistry. A possible explanation 
is that, at the scale of bacteria, sand grains (which are not liberating 
aluminium ions) are acting like “virgin islands” where they can produce 
sulphuric acid without being slowed down by the bacteriostatic 
effect. The sulphuric acid produced at the sand grain surface can then 
run off onto the surrounding cement paste and corrode it. As it was 
explained, calcium aluminate is not acid-proof, so if pure acid runs off, 
it will corrode CAC. But because 100% calcium aluminate concrete has 
the same chemistry throughout, there are no “virgin islands” where the 
bacteria can produce sulphuric acid without being stopped when the 
pH reaches the 3-4 threshold. It is this capacity to stop acid production 
that is the key mechanism.

Strasbourg University Study

A study run at the Strasbourg University in 2006-2007 [8] looked at 
the impact of aluminium ions on the metabolism of Acidithiobacillus 
thiooxidans. In fact, while aluminium ions are known for their 
metabolic effect on several bacteria strains, it was not established if 
Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans was sensitive to this specific ion. Bacteria 
were grown in different culture mediums and then were exposed 
to a large range of aluminium ions concentrations. With one culture 
medium, the threshold to observe the bacteriostatic effect was around 
350 ppm. With a second culture medium, the threshold was 600 
ppm. Such a concentration can seem quite high but it must be kept 
in mind that the bacteria live at the surface of concrete in a very thin 
biofilm (not visible to the naked eye). Thus the quantity of aluminium 
ions required to reach the bacteriostatic threshold inside the biofilm 
remains very limited.

IFSTTAR Study

From 2010 to 2013, a four year research program about biogenic 
corrosion in sewers was run at the French institute IFSTTAR (formerly 
Laboratoire des Ponts et Chaussées (LCPC)). It provided new findings 
highlighting the difference between OPC and CAC exposed to 
biogenic corrosion [9]. For instance, abiotic tests (i.e. chemical tests 
without bacteria) were run to study the H2S affinity with cement. It 
has been shown [9, 10, 11] that a calcium aluminate surface has a lower 
chemical affinity with H2S than an OPC surface. Thus, for a given time 
of exposure, less sulphur deposit forms on a CAC surface. As it is the 
sulphur that bacteria oxidize, less sulphur results in less acid formation.
The IFSTTAR study was also able to make additional measurements, 
on in situ specimens, of the aluminium threshold that inhibits bacteria 
growth [9, 10, 12]. The mortar specimens were hung in the sewer by hollow 
PVC tubes that filled with water from condensation, and this water 
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was in contact with the mortar. Every four months, specimens were 
inspected, and the condensed water inside the tubes was analysed for 
the activity of bacteria and aluminium ions content. Figure 11 shows 
this relationship between the ATP content – a tracker of bacteria 
activity – and the aluminium content. With that data set, the threshold 
for bacteriostatic effect is around 350 ppm, confirming the results 
obtained by the study at Strasbourg University.

Figure 11: Bacterial activity in relation to total dissolved 
aluminium concentration.

During the IFSTTAR study, specimens exposed to biogenic corrosion 
were observed with scanning electron microscopy [9, 10] (Figure 12). 
This showed that calcium aluminate specimens were covered with 
a dense and smooth layer of a mineral compound, which proved to 
be AH3 once analysed. The presence of this AH3 layer confirms the 
mechanism described previously and gives a better understanding 
of how the alumina gel can clog the porosity and reduce the 
penetration of aggressive compounds into the cement matrix. Also, 
the smooth appearance of this layer led to the conclusion that it 
is not favourable for good bonding of the bacteria biofilm. While 
the key role of the AH3 layer is to cause the bacteriostatic effect, it 
probably contributes in several ways to the overall excellent biogenic 
corrosion resistance.

THE DIFFICULTY OF TESTING 
BIOGENIC CORROSION RESISTANCE 
OF BUILDING MATERIALS

Even if the H2S biogenic corrosion process is well understood today, 
there is not yet a representative standard test method to give a 
realistic evaluation of the biogenic corrosion resistance of a given 
building material.

Pickle Jar Test Method

What is most found in the literature and in the industry are “pure acid tests” 
[13, 14], where specimens of materials are immersed in pure acid - for instance 
sulphuric acid at pH 1 – and weight loss is monitored over time. Such tests 
are often designed as “pickle jar test”. It is simple to do, and it is based on 
a simplistic assumption: “since the pH inside a sewer can go as low as 1, 
let’s test the material’s capacity to withstand a pH of one”. With a pure acid 
test, polymer materials show good resistance while cementitious materials 
deteriorate. This is why it has been extensively utilized by polymer material 
suppliers to prove the value of their products.

Pure acid tests are misleading as they do not take into account the 
complexity of the biogenic corrosion ecosystem. As shown in Figures 
9 and 10, calcium aluminate mortar gives excellent resistance to 
biogenic corrosion. If you submit the same specimens to a pure acid 
test at pH 1, they will gradually dissolve and it will be rejected as non-
resistant material. In order to make sound choices, the design engineer 
needs standard test methods that are not only reproducible, but that 
provide a relative ranking representative of real-life behaviour.

To get closer to this double goal of “reproducibility” and “realistic 
ranking”, several test methods have been proposed in the literature.

Heidelberg Test Method

The method proposed by Heidelberg University [15, 16], despite the fact 
that it involved bacteria, was still a pure acid test. The procedure was 
to cultivate A. thiooxidans in a fermenter with a pH around 3.5. The 
specimens are placed in a reactor and the bacteria solution is pumped 
over the specimens for 5 minutes every hour. This procedure combined 

Figure 12: Scanning Electron Microscope observation of specimens exposed to biogenic corrosion: 
left: Surface of a 100% CA mortar smoothed by the AH3 layer; right: surface of OPC mortar 
specimens showing a typical asperous surface.
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two aggressions. The first one is a pure chemical attack, as specimens 
are immersed in a low pH solution for 5 min per hour. As the volume 
of acidic solution is large, the alumina released under the acid attack 
cannot reach the threshold for bacteriostatic effect. Between the 
immersion cycles, bacteria are present on the surface of the specimen, 
but no equilibrium will be reached since the acidic nutrient solution 
is provided for 55 minutes. With this test procedure, it was shown that 
OPC mortars are 10 times less resistant to biogenic deterioration than 
CAC mortars.

Gent University Test Method

Another attempt has been made by Belgian researchers from Gent 
University [17, 18]. The aim of that team was to design a simple test 
gathering the worst conditions met on site. One test cycle lasts 17 
days and involves different steps: exposure to 250 ppm H2S gas for 3 
days; immersion in a solution enriched with Thiobacillus inside a rotary 
shaker for 10 days; washing for 2 days; and finally drying for 2 days. 
Up to 3 cycles are made before measuring mass loss and mechanical 
strength. Despite the fact that this test uses microorganisms, the 
conditions were far from realistic. Actually, the immersion for 10 days 
in the acidic culture medium is in fact a pure acid attack. Moreover, the 
use of a drying episode in the cycle of deterioration limits the growth 
of microorganisms; hence it impacts on the acid concentration.

Virginia Experimental Sewer

In South Africa, the precast pipe manufacturing industry developed, 
in the 1980s, a very pragmatic approach to study biogenic corrosion 
that remains unmatched today [19, 20]. In the Virginia area, at a location 
known for its intense biogenic corrosion, a 65 metre long sewer was 
built with 900 mm diameter industrial pipes made of 9 different types 
of concrete. This section was doubled with a by-pass line allowing  
diversion of the water flow on demand, for regular inspection. The 
Virginia Experimental Sewer was commissioned in 1989. Inspections 
and measurements were done after 5, 12 and 14 years. At the 14th 
year, some OPC concrete sections were so badly corroded that they 
had to be removed before they collapsed. The removed sections 
were replaced by a new set of specimens of shorter length, allowing 
the testing of new concrete compositions. In 2014, 25 years after its 
commissioning, the experimental sewer was still being monitored 
as part of an ongoing PhD project at Cape Town University. What is 
unique with this project is the exposure of full size industrially made 
concrete pipes in the completely realistic conditions of a live sewer.

Using the data gathered from the Virginia Experimental Sewer, 
Goyns & Alexander [21] proposed an improved version of the “Life 
Factor Method” (LFM) developed by Pomeroy and Pakhurst [22]. While 
the original LFM only considered the alkalinity of concrete, the 
Virginia Experimental Sewer results gave a sound base to take into 
consideration the whole influence of the material through a “Material 
Factor” to be added in the LFM method. The South African pipe 
manufacturing industry published these results, the improved LFM 
and the material factor proposed value in a Sewer Design Manual 
published in 2008 [23] (Figure 13).

In the Sewer Design Manual Table 15, the Material Factor proposed for 
conventional concrete based on OPC and siliceous aggregates (PC/
SIL) is 1, meaning that the corrosion rate proposed by the Pomeroy 
equation is unchanged. However, if OPC is replaced with CAC (CAC/
SIL), the Material Factor proposed is 0.25, meaning that the corrosion 
rate proposed by the Pomeroy equation needs to be divided by 4 to fit 
real-life behaviour of CAC concrete pipes. In the same way, the Material 
Factor proposed for a concrete made with both calcium aluminate 
cement and calcium aluminate aggregates (CAC/ALM) is 0.025, i.e. the 
expected corrosion rate will be 10 times lower than with only calcium 
aluminate cement concrete (CAC/SIL). Although one can argue that 
longer observation time would be required to define more accurately 
the Material Factor values, the fact is that calcium aluminate based 
concretes, exposed in a live sewer for up to 14 years, have shown 
drastically different resistance to H2S biogenic corrosion, in line with 
Hamburg University’s findings.

Ongoing works to develop a biogenic 
corrosion standard test

Although providing high credible real-life data, the Virginia 
Experimental Sewer program is not a standard test method that 
can be reproduced elsewhere. Considering the growing problems 
of biogenic corrosion in France, the French institute IFSTTAR started 
working in 2010 on a test method that could be a candidate for a 
standard test method, based on the Hamburg Simulation Chamber. 
The results were interesting enough to trigger the launch in 2014 of 
a larger 4 million Euros, 4 year program partly funded by the French 
government – labelled DURANET and involving the main industry 
players – to improve the biogenic corrosion resistance of sewer 
materials. One expected result should be a test method that could be 
proposed as a reproducible, representative and accelerated Standard 
Test Method.

Figure 13: Table 15 of the Sewer Design Manual [23]
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For the sewer owner who must choose the most appropriate materials 
to maintain/rehabilitate the infrastructure, and considering the lack of a 
standard test method, field track records remain today the single most 
valuable source of information about the actual biogenic corrosion 
resistance of repair materials.

FIELD EVIDENCES OF 100% 
CALCIUM ALUMINATE MORTAR 
DURABILITY

Figures 9, 10 and 13 show published data underlining the large 
gap of durability between conventional OPC concrete and 100% 
calcium aluminate mortar/concrete. Another valuable source of 
information is the monitoring over years of real-life rehabilitation 
made with 100% calcium aluminate mortars. Three different sets of 
data are presented here.

Monterey Waste Water Treatment Plant

In California, USA, the Monterey Waste Water Treatment Plant grid 
chamber was initially coated with an epoxy liner. Within 18 months, the 
epoxy liner showed severe distress and the concrete started to corrode 
badly. In order to choose a repair material able to withstand the severe 
corroding conditions, a benchmarking test was organized. Cylinder 
specimens (50x100 mm) were made with several candidate repair 
mortars, and they were hung within the grit chamber in November 
1995. The average H2S level was reported to be in the 30-50 ppm range 
for a period of 6 months. Visual observations and pH measurements 
were made after 10 months and after 2 years. Even if this study is 

empirical, the results are clear. Figure 14 shows the state, after two 
years of exposure, of 100% CA mortar specimen and of an OPC mortar 
specimen. The difference in performance is obvious with the 100% CA 
mortar specimen showing almost no sign of deterioration after 2 years 
in an environment that was able to corrode completely a 50 mm OPC 
mortar cylinder.

Hampton Roads Sanitation District

The first rehabilitation with a 100% calcium aluminate mortar in the 
USA took place in 1991 in Virginia, in a split chamber of the Hampton 
Roads Sanitation District. A very severe process of H2S biogenic 
corrosion was on-going, with 75 mm of concrete lost over a 7-year 
period. Surface pH measurements as low as 1.5 were reported. The 
chamber was rehabilitated by rebuilding the lost concrete with 
a dry shotcrete 100% calcium aluminate mortar. This repair was 
then monitored five times over a period of 11 years through visual 
inspection, hammer sounding, and surface pH measurement.
Pictures in Figure 15 were taken during this inspection. In Figure 15 
left, the inspector is hammering the 100% CA mortar surface, which 
was found to be hard and sound; note that the manhole cast iron ring, 
which was protected with epoxy, is showing severe corrosion signs. 
Figure 15 right shows the pH measured after 11 years both on the cast 
iron manhole ring, and on the 100% CA mortar. On the epoxy surface, 
the pH is 1, showing that the biofilm has colonized the surface and is 
actively producing acid that has damaged the cast iron, despite the 
presence of an epoxy liner. On the 100% CA mortar, exposed to the 
same environment, the pH is at 4, the same value that was recorded 
after 3, 6 and 9 years. This real-life observation illustrates well that the 
bacteriostatic effect of calcium aluminate has impaired the bacteria 
to lower the pH below 4 for over 11 years. At the same time, only a 
few centimetres away, the biofilm without a barrier was able to lower 
the pH to 1. Note that the 100% CA mortar is not showing any sign of 
distress after 11 years is such a harsh environment.

Figure 14: In situ specimens exposed for two years in the grit chamber of Monterey 
waste water treatment plant. Left: 100% CAC mortar. Right: OPC mortar.
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Ayer Rajah Discharge Chamber

In Singapore, the flat topography combined with the tropical climate 
is very favourable for H2S biogenic corrosion in the sewer system. 
Figure 16  shows the state of decay of the Ayer Rajah discharge 
chamber in 2008, before its rehabilitation: concrete was badly 
corroded with rebars exposed and corroded. PUB, the Singapore’s 
national water agency, decided to rehabilitate this chamber using 
100% calcium aluminate mortar. The other option would have been 
to by-pass the flow for several weeks to rebuild a new discharge 
chamber, but this would have been much more expensive and 
troublesome for the citizens. 

The rehabilitation was done by rebuilding the missing concrete using 
the dry spray process in March 2008. A first inspection took place 2 
years later, in August 2010 and the 100% CA mortar was found to be 
sound and solid, despite being stained by a yellowish compound - 
showing an active deposit of sulphur. On the basis of this excellent 
performance, PUB authorized 100% CA mortar to be utilized for the 
regular maintenance of its sewer infrastructures. Since then, 100% CA 
technology is utilized on a monthly basis in Singapore.

PRACTICAL BUILDING 
CONSIDERATION

Main application of CAC in sewers

The biogenic corrosion resistance of calcium aluminate cement is 
utilized today in three main applications:

1. Ductile Iron Pipes (DIP) for waste water have an internal lining 
made of calcium aluminate cement mortar;

2. Concrete pipes for sewers (seen mostly in Asia) are made either 
with full mass CAC concrete or with an internal liner of CAC mortar;

3. Rehabilitation of man-accessible sewer infrastructures with 
100% CA mortar. 

DIP and concrete pipes are standardized products covered by 
national standards. Thus our attention here will be about the practical 
consideration for rehabilitation works.

Figure 15: Manhole at Hampton Road Sanitation District rehabilitated with 100% CAC mortar. Left: Inspection 
of the rehabilitated surface. Right: pH measurements done after 11 years in service.

Figure 16: Manhole of Ayer Rajah Discharge Chamber. Left: Corrosion damages before rehabilitation. Right: 
Application of 100% calcium aluminate mortar by dry spray process.
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Application methods for 100% CA mortar

For rehabilitation works with 100% CA mortar, three installation 
methods are possible, depending on the job site constraints:

 ■ Low pressure wet spray: this method is the most common 
because it does not produce dust and virtually no material is lost 
by rebound. It utilizes a classical facade rotor pump, easily available 
in the market. The main drawback is the limited pumping distance 
that cannot exceed 75 metres.

 ■ Spinning head wet spray: this method is similar to the first but 
the manual spraying is replaced by a spinning head projecting the 
mortar. It is fast and especially suited for cylindrical chambers like 
manholes. When a structure is so severely corroded that man-
entry is a risk, spinning head application permits an un-manned 
application to a manhole.

 ■ High pressure dry spray: this method, also called shotcrete 
or gunite, allows a faster rate of rehabilitation, and also makes 
a thicker application in a single pass. The main reason to use 
dry shotcrete is the capacity to pump the mortar over a long 
distance and this is needed when the access points are distant. 
The longest dry shotcrete distance the authors are aware of is a 
job site in Australia where 100% CA mortar was air transported 
over 800 metres before being sprayed. The main drawback with 
dry shotcrete is the generation of dust and rebound; these could 
be limited by appropriate means (pre-moisture ring, adapted 
aggregate grading, experienced nozzleman).

Whatever the application method chosen, the first step is a thorough 
cleaning of the corroded concrete to remove loose material and 
contaminants in order to expose a sound, rough and clean substrate. 
Depending on the concrete condition and contamination, the cleaning 
can range from simple high pressure jet water cleaning (200 bar) up to 
real hydro-demolition (2000 bars).  One method to ensure that sound 
concrete is exposed is to verify that the pH is greater than 10. As for any 
concrete repair, the state-of-the-art rules must be followed.

100% Calcium Aluminate Mortar & 
Conversion

When biogenic corrosion has removed several centimetres of 
concrete, the owner may want the rehabilitation not only to protect a 
structure from further deterioration, but also to restore the structural 
capacity. As calcium aluminate cement is subject to the conversion 
phenomenon, this should be taken into account when structural 
capacity is required.

The conversion phenomenon is specific to calcium aluminate 
cement: the meta-stable hydrates formed initially will transform over 
time into denser stable hydrates. Thus, the initial strength (1 day – 1 
month) may be higher than the long term stable strength. Conversion 
phenomenon is an inevitable thermodynamic process and – for 
design purpose - only the long term stable strength must be taken 
into account. As for other hydraulic cement, the strength of calcium 
aluminate concrete is proportional to the water/cement ratio. The 
long term stable strength can be evaluated by an accelerated test, as 
described in the Annex 1 of the EN 14647 Standard [24].

In the specific case of 100% calcium aluminate mortar utilized for water 
infrastructure rehabilitation, the water/cement is typically moderate as  
good adhesion to the walls or the ceiling of the repaired structures is 
required.  A combination of the positive effect of a moderate W/C ratio, 

and the good bonding between the calcium aluminate aggregate with 
the calcium aluminate cement paste, a long term stable strength of 40 
MPa is typically obtained.

Protection vs Consolidation

Depending on the progress of biogenic corrosion damage, a given 
structure may need only to be protected from further damage, or it 
may need to be consolidated to ensure long term stability. When only 
protection is needed, a 100% CA mortar can be applied with a typical 
thickness ranging from 15 to 25 mm. When the corrosion has already 
removed several centimetres of concrete, the owner may want to re-
build the missing thickness in order to restore the structural capacity of 
the structure. Depending on the constraints specific to the given job 
site, two choices are possible:

1. To rebuild the missing thickness with 100% CA mortar, eventually 
in a single pass, as it permits a shorter intervention;

2. To rebuild the missing thickness with classical OPC concrete, and 
then to protect this conventional concrete with a protection layer 
of 100% CA mortar.

The choice between options 1 and 2 really depends on the costs 
involved in a given location. While 100% CA mortar is more expensive 
than plain OPC concrete, the capacity to make the rehabilitation in a 
single pass and to return to service within a few hours may prove to be 
cheaper than having to come twice to install structural OPC concrete 
first and then later a 100% CA mortar protection layer. The choice really 
depends on the constraints and cost structure of each repair.

Robustness to Moisture

When a sewer needs to be rehabilitated, it is safe to assume that the 
underground concrete structure is either moist or water saturated. 
Good bonding of the rehabilitation material must take this reality into 
account. With polymer liners like epoxy, because of the hydrophobic 
nature of these materials, the concrete surface needs to be dry enough 
to permit satisfactory bonding. Achieving a proper surface dryness in 
a sewer is, at least, a challenge. Conversely, hydraulic cement based 
mortars – like 100% CA mortars - need the concrete substrate to be 
either moist or even saturated-surface-dry to develop good bond 
during hydration. Moreover, to ensure good hydration of the mortar, 
moist curing is required and typically the ambient air in a sewer is quite 
humid. In other words, there is a “good fit” with the moist environment 
of a sewer, and rehabilitation in a live sewer is possible with a 100% CA 
mortar. However, if H2S is present, forced ventilation is needed during 
the working shift, this may reduce the ambient air moisture and active 
curing actions may still be required to achieve good curing of the 
cementitious mortar.

Time for Return to Service

To proceed with a sewer rehabilitation, it may be necessary to retain 
or divert the flow during the repair. The cost of by-passing a sewer 
flow can be easily the largest expense for a given operation. Thus the 
time to return to service after the repair is a non-negligible parameter. 
One property of calcium aluminate cement is a normal setting time 
followed by a fast strength development, within few hours. Typical 
100% CA mortar, which is formulated to ensure good pumpability and 
good bonding to the substrate, will start setting within 3 to 5 hours, 
and can be put back in service after 8 hours.
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In some circumstances, the time available is shorter than that. For 
instance, for some large collectors, diverting the flow can prove to 
be uneconomically and the rehabilitation takes place at night when 
the sewer flow is lowest. The working window can be as short as 6 
hours to clean the surface, proceed with the rehabilitation, let the 
material harden and return to service. When needed, it is possible to 
accelerate the 100% CA mortar hardening by applying a lithium based 
accelerator; the hardening then starts within 30 minutes and the 
accelerated surface may allow  exposure to live water as soon as 1 hour 
after the accelerator application. The application of a lithium based 
accelerator is also a simple way seal the 100% CA mortar surface to 
ensure proper curing.

CONCLUSION

H2S biogenic corrosion is a growing problem for sewer owners as the 
increase in water usage tends to increase the production of H2S. This 
paper has presented a broad review of the H2S biogenic corrosion 
process and the reasons explaining the exceptional durability of 
calcium aluminate cement to this deterioration process. The historical 
use of calcium aluminate in sewers has been briefly reviewed.

There are several possibilities to protect or to rehabilitate a sewer 
exposed to biogenic corrosion. The application of a polymer 
protection lining, like epoxy, is one option but the failure rate 
observed over years by many operators is pushing them to search 
for an alternative solution with better reliability. Calcium aluminate 
mortar or concrete is such an alternative, its main weakness it to be 
little known in the engineering community.

While conventional OPC concrete can be severely corroded by 
bacteria-borne sulphuric acid, calcium aluminate concrete will resist 
it much better because of its capacity to induce a bacteriostatic 
effect, stopping the production of acid by bacteria. It has been shown 
in academic studies and from field track records that this resistance 
is at a maximum when the material is made entirely of calcium 
aluminates, i.e. that both the cement and the aggregates are made of 
calcium aluminate.

One missing element for the engineering community is a standard 
test method that would permit the evaluation of the concrete repairs 
material’s resistance to H2S biogenic corrosion. The paper shows why 
current methods like the “pure acid test” do not provide realistic results. 
There is on-going work toward a standard test method proposal in a 
near future.

For the time being, actual field performance remains the most reliable 
source of data to evaluate the biogenic corrosion of repair materials. 
There is today a large body of evidences showing that calcium 
aluminate-based materials present an exceptional resistance to H2S 
biogenic corrosion.
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